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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5203-“That’s unfathomable.” Everyone 
was startled by James’ remark. 

James said with a smile, “Don’t underestimate the Elemental Formation.” 

The Elemental Formation was James’ latest creation. It was incredibly 
profound 

and could unleash immeasurable strength. 

Zavis said, “Alright. Then, let’s have some fun.” 

“Let’s go.” James marched forward, and the others followed behind him. 

Soon, they reached a massive spiritual mountain. The name of an elder from 

the academy hovered in the sky above it. 

James scanned the living beings gathered around it, who were attempting to 

attack and conquer the spiritual mountain. Most were at the Sovereign Rank’s 

early stages, and the strongest was only at the Sovereign Third Rank. 

After analyzing the situation, James said, “Kill them all. It’s fine to die in the 

Arena World anyway. Their souls won’t be obliterated and will be teleported 
out 

to be revived by the Dieux Academy’s powerhouses.” 

Zavis rubbed his palms and said, “I haven’t fought in a long time. You guys 
don’t 

do anything. Leave them to me.” 

After speaking, Zavis instantly entered the Marciais Path’s 

Seventeenth Rank. The Spiritual Power in his body concentrated into a potent 

force, then emerged from his body to form a fiery red halo about a meter high. 



From a distance, Zavis looked like he was on fire. 

After entering the Marcias Path’s Seventeenth Rank, Zavis had the strength 

equivalent to the Sovereign Third Rank’s late stage. 

The Marciais Path focused on pure physical strength, which allowed him to 
take 

on an opponent at the Sovereign Fourth Rank even though he was only at the 

Sovereign Third Rank’s early stage. 

Swoosh! 

Zavis instantly appeared at the mountain foot. Before the living beings 
scattered 

around the mountain could react, they were struck by spectral fists and killed 

without having a chance to fight back. 

James ordered, “Don’t waste time. Everyone attack together.” 

The other three of James’ comrades quickly sprung into action. However, 
James 

remained hovering in the same spot, silently watching the battle unfold. 

The living beings around the spiritual mountain were relatively weak and were 

not worth his time. 

Zavis, Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran quickly wiped out a few living beings. Those 

who survived the initial attack grasped the situation and instantly fled the area. 

James’ group did not chase after them. Instead, they gazed toward the 
spiritual 

mountain where hundreds of living beings had gathered. 



Those on the spiritual mountain were from a fifth-level plane. The group’s 
leader 

was the lord of the plane and was a powerhouse at the Sovereign Sixth 
Rank’s 

early stage. His name was Tyson Martinez. 

One of the living beings atop the mountain said, “This group is definitely up to 

no good.” 

Tyson looked at James’ party and smiled faintly. Then, he said, “So what if 
they 

are up to no good? I’m at the Sovereign Sixth Rank. Plus, we have so many 

powerhouses at the Sovereign Rank. With our collective strength, protecting 
this 

spiritual mountain won’t be a problem.” 

Tyson could not see through James but could sense Gaigus and the others’ 

cultivation rank. He was confident after discovering they were only at the 

Sovereign Third Rank. He felt sending a few of his subordinates at the 

Sovereign Rank was sufficient to take care of them. 

At that moment, James suddenly approached the spiritual mountain. He 

hovered in the sky and stared at Tyson, standing atop the mountain. 

After their eyes met, Tyson shouted coldly, “Get lost, brat. If you’re sensible 

enough, you should leave right now. 

Otherwise, you’ll be eliminated early in the battle and won’t even have the 

chance to occupy another spiritual mountain.” 



The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5204-Tyson had no intention of taking 
action. Many participants had passed the initial 

trials, but there were only a few spiritual mountains available in the Arena 
World. 

He wanted to preserve his strength since he would encounter powerful 
enemies 

soon. Therefore, he attempted to intimidate James into finding a weaker 
spiritual 

mountain. 

“He’s at the Sovereign Sixth Rank’s early stage. He’s quite strong ” Zavis 
gently 

massaged his forehead. 

Taran said with a grin, “We’ll use him to test the Elemental Formation’s 

strength.” 

Although their cultivation base was only at the Sovereign Third Rank, they had 

mastered the Elemental Formation, which James had created with the 
Genesis 

Path Scripture. 

The Genesis Path Scriptures recorded the Genesis Path of several different 

planes. However, the Genesis Paths were only the foundation that could be 

used to cultivate powerful Supernatural Powers. 

The Elemental Formation originated from the Genesis Path Scriptures, but 
other 

people would never think to link the two together. 

Zavis, Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran gathered before James, each taking a 
specific 



position. 

At that moment, their auras transformed. 

Zavis’ energy became a fire-attributed power. His body’s surface already had 
a 

fiery halo after he had entered the Marciais Path’s Seventeenth Rank. 
Suddenly, 

a burst of flames emerged and intertwined with the halo, causing a 
spectacular 

sight. 

Taran, on the other hand, acquired power with a wood attribute, and a green 

halo appeared on his body’s surface. 

Gaius’ power had the metal attribute, which presented in a golden aura. 
Lastly, 

Gurgen had powers with an earth attribute, and a gray halo surrounded him. 

“Fire.” 

“Wood.” 

“Metal.” 

“Earth.” 

They stood firmly in position, and they shouted their respective powers. At that 

moment, the halos around their bodies transformed into mysterious 
inscriptions 

and merged to form a magical power. 

Even though they lacked one element, they could produce a potent force with 

just four elements. 



Their powers improved by leaps and bounds. At that moment, their strength 
was 

equivalent to the early stage of the Sovereign Sixth Rank. If James were to 
have 

joined them to complete the Elemental Formation, their strengths would have 

reached the Petit Celestial Rank. 

The Dieux Academy’s powerhouses supervised the Arena World and paid 

special attention to powerhouses at the Petit Celestial Rank and the 
Sovereign 

Sixth Rank. To them, these were candidates worth investing time and effort in. 

“Huh?” Xhemal looked startled. He casually waved his hand and changed his 

view to the spiritual mountain James’ group was at. He exclaimed, ‘That’s a 
very 

powerful formation.” 

Jorah said in surprise, “Unbelievable. They are only at the Sovereign Third 

Rank, but they’ve acquired the strength equivalent to the Sovereign Sixth 
Rank 

with the formation. That’s three ranks higher than their original ranks.” 

Xhemal looked toward an elderly man in the hall and asked,” Sir Osborne, 

you’re skilled in formations. What do you think about it?” 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 5205-Leonidas Osborne was one of 
the Dieux Academy’s elders. He was proficient in 

formations and especially good at deciphering them. Throughout the 
countless 

planes, his skills were one of the best. 



Leonidas stared at Zavis, Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran. Then, he sensed their 

auras. With a furrowed brow, he said, “It’s an extraordinary formation. They’ve 

performed an inversion with four different elements to produce great powers. 

Although the four elements aren’t completely compatible, they can mutually 

reinforce each other. It wouldn’t be a surprise to see someone merge ordinary 

elemental powers. However, they are using the most advanced Elemental 

Inscriptions. These Elemental Inscriptions must have been extracted from the 

Genesis Path from a ninth-level plane or above.” 

After sharing his analysis, Leonidas took a deep breath. 

Then, he commented, “It’s already impressive enough for them to have 

extracted profound Elemental Inscriptions from the Genesis Path of a powerful 

plane. But they managed to merge them perfectly. A great powerhouse 
must’ve 

created this incredible formation.” 

Xhemal’s face immediately lit up with excitement. He cheered, “Interesting! 

According to their data, they are from a third-level plane. Yet, they cast such a 

powerful formation. Moreover, there’s one that hasn’t taken action. If the five 
of 

them join forces, they can combine five elements to perfect the formation. I’m 

looking forward to seeing how much the complete formation can boost their 

strengths.” 

The powerhouses gathered in Dieux Academy were surprised by the scene. 

Meanwhile, Zavis, Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran emitted powerful auras in the 



Arena World. It was the first time they cast the Elemental Formation together, 

and it took some time before they got used to the powerful force flowing 
through 

their bodies. 

Zavis was the first to take action. He charged forward and said, “I’ll go test his 

strength.” 

He appeared atop the spiritual mountain in the blink of an eye. 

Tyson’s face darkened, and a powerful force burst from his body. He dashed 

out, flying in Zavis’ direction. 

Zavis and Tyson swung their hands, and their palms clashed. 

Boom!!! 

Two powerful forces intertwined. 

Zavis’ strength was almost on par with Tyson. However, his cultivation rank 
was 

still lower, and he had to rely on the Elemental Formation to increase his 

strength. He could not immediately adapt to his newly acquired power and 

utilize its full potential. 

The confrontation ended with Zavis being knocked away. 

Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran instantly flashed behind Zavis and poured their 

powers into his body. 

After receiving the other three elemental powers, Zavis’ strength reached the 

Sovereign Sixth Rank’s late stage. He immediately disappeared from the spot 

and flickered behind Tyson. 



Before Tyson could react, he was already struck in the back and injured. He 
was 

blasted away by the potent force and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Zavis, Gaius, Gurgen, and Taran quickly surrounded Tyson and fused their 

elemental powers to form a potent formation. 

Tyson was trapped inside the formation. He attempted to escape, but it was 

already too late. His flesh was obliterated, and his soul was teleported out of 
the 

Arena World. 


